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1. NODEXL 
a. Prerequisites: Windows OS, Microsoft Excel, NodeXL plugin (Will also work within 

Parallels Desktop and VMware Fusion on the Mac.) 
b. Create a network by importing tweets with NodeXL: In Excel, go to NodeXL tab, then 

“Import” > “From Twitter Search network”. Input the hashtag #nicar2013 (This week’s 
conference in Computer Assisted Reporting http://ire.org/conferences/nicar-
2013/ ).Limit the search to only 200 people, and make sure you select the option shown 
below.  

 

c. If the previous step does not work, download the file from this 
link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/iiaonl2bpn5z06e/nicar2013.xlsx?m 

http://ire.org/conferences/nicar-2013/
http://ire.org/conferences/nicar-2013/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/iiaonl2bpn5z06e/nicar2013.xlsx?m


d. Click in “Refresh Graph” to see the network displayed on the right-size canvas window. 
Check different layout algorithms (by default you should see Fruchterman-Reingold). 
Which one do you think gives you a more clear representation of the network? Why? 

e. Graph options: Play with different visualization options: change node shapes to images 
and changes their size to an appropriate one to visualize the network. Change the edges 
from straight arrows to curves. Change the color of the edges to green. 

f. Calculate metrics in your network: Select Graph Metrics, then check In-degree, Out-
degree and Betweeness and Closeness Centrality. Click on “Calculate Metrics.” 

 

  Check the “Overall Metrics” spreadsheet and answer: 

 How many connected components the network has? How many are isolated 
nodes? 

 Which is the diameter of the network? 
 Which is the average path length of the network? 
 Which are the minimum and maximum in-degrees? 
 Which are the minimum and maximum out-degrees? 
 Which are the minimum and maximum betweenness centralities? 

 
g. Change the size of the nodes based on in-degree, out-degree, and betweenness 

centralities using the options Autofill columns > TAB vertices > option Vertex Size. 
Identify the top 3 nodes just by inspecting the graph visualization. Compare your 
selection by checking the nodes in the “Vertices” spreadsheet, after ordering the rows 
by the respective in-degree, out-degree, and betweenness centrality columns. Does 
your selection match the top nodes in the spreadsheet? 

CLUSTERING 

h. Using the Groups option, click on “Group by Cluster” and select the option “Clauset 
Newman-Moore”. In the same Groups menu select “Group Options”, and then select 
the second radio button in each of the two options described. 



i. In the menu with layout algorithms, select the option “Layout Options”. Select the 
second radio button (Layout each of the graph groups’ in its own box …). Click on refresh, 
your network visualization should look like this one: 

 

 
j. Identify the three largest groups (in number of nodes).  

i. Which is the diameter, average path length and graph density of the three 
largest groups? 

ii. Which are the two groups that share the largest number of edges (hint: check 
“Group Edges” spreadsheet)?  

k. Once you have finished, export you network to nodexlgraphgallery.org: Click on “Export” 
and select the option “To NodeXL Graph Library”. If you don’t have a NodeXL Graph 
Library account, follow the link and create one before uploading your Graph. Once 
uploaded, search for your visualization in nodexlgraphgallery.org and send the link to 
the teacher by e-mail. 

  



2. GEPHI:  
a. Prerequisites: Gephi installed in your computer. Download it 

from https://gephi.org/users/download/ , current version is 0.8.2 
b. Open the facebook network (in GML format) that you imported before this class 

using http://snacourse.com/getnet or simply search for the application Netvizz in 
Facebook. If you don’t have it or you have problems downloading your network, you can 
download a sample one from 
here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/0ny398a5afldyor/anon-FB.gml?m 

c. Once you open the network, test different layout options. Which one of these provides 
you the best visualization, in your opinion? Change the parameters on each case 

 
i. Yifan-Hu 

ii. Force Atlas 2 
iii. Fruchterman-Reingold 

d. Using the Statistics tab, calculate: 
i. Modularity 

ii. Average Degree 
iii. Network diameter 

 

e. How many modularity classes (clusters/communities) were identified? Can you identify 
to which group of friends the clusters represent? 

https://gephi.org/users/download/
http://snacourse.com/getnet
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0ny398a5afldyor/anon-FB.gml?m


 
f. Change the Color of the nodes based on the modularity class, using the Partition Tab. 

 
g. Change the size of the nodes based on degree centrality, using the Ranking Tab. Only by 

visual inspection, find the three nodes with the largest degree centrality. Afterwards, 
compare your selection with the actual top three nodes in the Data Laboratory. Do they 
match with your selection? 

 
h. Change the size of the nodes based on betweeness centrality, using the Ranking Tab. 

Only by visual inspection, find the three nodes with the largest betweeness centrality. 



Afterwards, compare your selection with the actual top three nodes in the Data 
Laboratory. Do they match with your selection? 

i. Produce a final “Print” version of your network in the “Preview”. Check different presets, 
but make sure you add the Node Labels: 

i. Default Curved 
ii. Text Outline 

iii. Black Background 

 

j. Export your network as gexf file in File > Export > Graph File. Use this file to visualize 
your network interactively on the web using gexf-js, following the instructions 
in https://github.com/raphv/gexf-js: 
Export your graph from Gephi as a GEXF file 

i. Put it in the gexf-js directory 
ii. Modify config.js to point to your GEXF File and tune the interface. 

iii. * You can view more Gexf files by pointing your browser to 
index.html#Filename.gexf 

 

https://github.com/raphv/gexf-js
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